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Round 6 Snetterton 300  

 

For round 6 it was up to Snetterton, Norfolk. As usual for this 

season the weather was up in the air meaning it was going 

to be very mixed conditions throughout the weekend.  

 

Free Practice- With this 

being a circuit I have 

done very few laps 

round I used this 25 

minute session in two 

halves. Unfortunately for 

this session it was wet but 

at least it was still laps. 

The first half I wanted to 

get my lines my right as 

at any track that is key to a fast lap. Second half was just as 

crucial as I focused on what the bike was doing, for example; 

how the bike was turning on entry to the turn and what the 

rear was doing on the exit, like was it spinning or breaking 

traction? In the second half of the session I posted my fastest 

lap of the session of a 2:17:7 which put me 8th at the end of 

the session. Furthermore, I also found some areas where the 

bike needed improving which was of the aims for this session. 

 

Qualifying 1- With this session 

being a few hours later in the day 

the rain had stopped and the 

track dried up. As we had no dry 

track time leading up to this 

session we used our base setting 

and planned to tweak it 

throughout the session.  On my 

three opening laps I found a few 

areas where we could improve 
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the bike again. These areas where turning the bike to the 

apex and holding a line. So after a pit stop, in which my crew 

chief made a few minor adjustments, I headed back out for 

one lap to see if we were going in the right direction, my one 

lap proved that it was a good change to the bike. With 

around 12 minutes left I came in to the pits for a new rear 

tyre, this left me a few laps to get my fastest lap in. On my 

last stint I did put my best lap time in of a 1:56:931 which put 

11th at the end of the session. On my quickest laps some 

areas where I was struggling really stood out. Although the 

bike was good before my last stint, my fastest laps were 

much quicker than before. Therefore, this threw up new 

characteristics of the bike 

and I also came across a 

small but annoying 

gearbox issue which 

hampered me meaning I 

could only manage 11th 

which was disappointing. 

However, I knew with some 

good changes to the bike 

made we could go much faster.  

 

Qualifying 2- in typical British fashion it chucked it down just 

before my session meaning it was very wet, in turn this meant 

qualifying 1 would stand as a result due to the best qualifying 

time between the two session’s being taken. So 11th on the 

grid for the race which meant elbows out!  

 

Race- with some work to 

do I needed some good 

opening laps. As the 

lights went out it was go 

time! I didn’t get a very 

good run to turn one, 

and the first few corners 

were carnage to say the 

least. I needed to gain positions on the opening lap but 

unfortunately I didn’t so lap two I had to put the hammer 

down. With positions made I charged hard for the first half 
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the race putting in my 

personal best lap time of a 

1:55:5 which was 1.4 

seconds quicker than 

qualifying. So the bike felt 

good, however, 

throughout the race I got 

passed 3 or 4 times down 

the straights and the bike 

felt like it wasn’t at its best 

down the two long straights. 

Therefore, I had to work hard through the turns to make up 

the time. After a hard race I finished 8th which isn’t where I 

want to be finishing but it’s the best I could do starting from 

11th. In contrast, I am still 2nd in championship which is great 

and I will charge hard at Thruxton next weekend, the 22nd-

24th of July.  

 

 

 

I would just like to 

say thank you to all 

my sponsors and I 

hope to see you all 

at Thruxton next 

weekend! 

 

 

Here is the 

weekends 

timetable. 
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